
 

Welcome To Fire Creek Clay 
 

 

Fire Creek crafts beautiful ceramic tile depicting landscapes, floral and wildlife. I strive to 
create a realistic representation of the breathtaking things found in nature with an artistic 
feel in the tile I design. Feeling stressed and disconnected? Why not reunite the  interior 
space with the natural environment outside.  Choose from Fire Creek's many designs to 
surround yourself or your client with what is important  and truly make a house a home. 
With Fire Creek’s custom, hand carved ceramic art tile, you can turn your next tile project; 
whether it be a kitchen back-splash, a fire place surround or a bathroom space, into 
something unique.   

Let’s get started. I look forward to working with you to create a home that reflects the 
authenticity of its owner.   

 



About Fire Creek Clay LLC 
 

I am Dana Higby, the owner and artist of Fire Creek Clay LLC.  
You can usually find me in the back-country of the great state 
of Idaho. It is in these mountains, forests and alpine lakes that 
I find the inspiration for my work.  I strive to present not only 
handcrafted works of art to homes across the country but to 
offer a unique way to add the serenity of mother nature to the 

living space.  

Being a self-taught artist, I have used the last ten years to hone my skills and 
technique.  As an artist, I continue to push myself and the medium that I have 
chosen to express the wonder and beauty I find among the pines.  I passionately 
believe that even with the hustle and bustle of the crazy urban life that many of us 
find ourselves in, we can surround ourselves with art that bring calm into our lives.   

Each tile design begins as a flat slab of clay. I work the design, adding clay here and 
taking away clay there, to reveal a highly detailed and intricate work of art.  Once 
the design has been carved, I cut the tile to size and cast it in plaster.  The original 
piece will not survive the casting process.  Once the plaster cast has dried, I can 
press stoneware clay into the mold to make multiple copies of one design.  Every 
finished tile is crafted from a heavily grogged stoneware clay and fired to Cone 5; 
roughly 2167 degrees Fahrenheit.  The result is a beautiful and durable accent tile 
that is perfect for installation in kitchens, bathrooms and fireplaces. 

Fire Creek tiles are created at the time of purchase and each one is unique.  Field 
tiles are available and I hand cut each tile at the time of order. The tile is cut to 
exact size.  Meaning, a 4-inch tile will measure 4 inches.  Handcrafted tile lends to a 
beautiful organic, rustic feel.  Expect some variation in size, color and shape.   



Custom Project Timeline 

Step One: Initial Meeting- Projects begin with an initial phone call or zoom meeting.  During this first 
meeting, it is my goal as the artist of Fire Creek Clay to understand what your overall vision is and how I can 
help you achieve that look.  Some details to think about prior to our meeting would be:  

 What is the overall project and how would you like Fire Creek to be a part of it? 
 What is the square footage of the project?  
 What is the color scheme of the project? 
 What is the timeline of the project? 

Excited by what you’ve heard? Great, let’s move on to step two.  

Step Two: It’s in the details- Next, I will take everything that I have learned from our conversation and move 
forward with the design.  From here, you will receive an email packet or mailed packet, if preferred, with a 
conceptualized drawing of your design, color chart of glazes that work best with accent tile, a contract, 
estimated project cost and an estimated date of delivery.  Concept drawings are sent for your approval, you 
have up to three revisions, if necessary.  Once you have approved the concept drawings and signed the 
contract, I can get started on your project! 

Fire Creek has a $25/ per hour design fee for the carving of each new accent tile.  Accent tiles are the tiles with 
design carved on them.  Field Tile are the solid color tiles that make up the backsplash.   

2-4 Inch Accent Tile $50 Design Fee 
6-8 Inch Accent Tile $75 Design Fee 

12-14 Inch Accent Tile $150 Design Fee 
Tile Mural $275 Design Fee 

  The design fee does not include the price of the tile.  Accent tiles are carved by hand from a slab of clay, cut to 
size and cast in plaster.  Once the plaster mold has dried, stoneware clay is pressed into the mold. Field tile are 
hand cut and lend an organic, rustic feel. Expect some variation in size, color and shape. Expect 6-8 weeks for 
the delivery of your accent tile order.  If your project includes field tile, please expect 8-10 weeks for delivery.  
Fire Creek retains the rights to the plaster molds and may sell designs at their discretion, unless otherwise 
negotiated.   

The price of accent tile varies depending on the size of the tile. 4 Inch field tile is $6 dollars a tile/ $54 sqft.  

Fire Creek requires 50% initial deposit prior to the commission of work on the project.    

****Note: If your project includes accent tile that is available in the Fire Creek Shop, design fees do not apply *** 

Step Three: Time for me to get to work!  The next step is for me to get to work.  Accent tiles are carved by hand 
from a slab of clay, cut to size and cast in plaster.  Once the plaster mold has dried, stoneware clay is pressed 
into the mold.  Each tile is run through their first firing before being hand glazed and fired a second time to 
2167 degrees Fahrenheit. Stoneware clay is durable and is suitable for installation in kitchen and bathroom 
backsplashes and fireplace surrounds. Fire Creek tile is not recommended for tile floors. Every tile is carefully 
carved using the concept drawing. Re-carving a design will incur another design fee.  Field tile are hand cut from 
slabs of clay.  These tiles lend an organic, rustic feel to a tile installation.  Expect some variation in size, color and 
shape.  Fire Creek tiles are cut to size, meaning, a 4-inch tile is cut to be 4 inches after it has been fired.   

Once the carving on the accent tile is complete, I will send you a photo of the completed design.  



Step Four: Let’s get it in the mail.  Once the tile for the project is complete, you will get notification.  Fire Creek 
ships most tile via Priority Mail through USPS. Though depending on the size and the destination, other shipping 
methods may be used.  Arrangements for shipping will be made with you at this time.  Tracking information will 
also be given.   

Fire Creek requires payment in full prior to the shipment of tile.   

 

Step Five: Your tile has arrived, now what?  Once you have received your tile, I recommend laying your tile and 
inspecting them for breakage during shipping.  It is a good idea to have a tile installer who has worked with 
handmade tile before.  If you are installing yourself, I would recommend a larger grout line with grout similar in 
color to the body of the tile.   

Installation of the tile deems acceptance of the product and no refunds can be given once installed.   

Step Six: Enjoy your new tile! Fire Creek tile is durable and meant to be enjoyed for years.  Non-abrasive 
cleaners work best to restore the shine to your tile.  Happy customer comments really help small businesses 
spread the word.  Please send a photo of your project to be shared on Fire Creek websites and social accounts.  
Be sure to visit the Fire Creek blog for a wealth of information on purchasing and owning handcrafted tile. You 
can find the blog at www.firecreekclay.com. 
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Hand Painted  
Hand painted gives an antique 

appearance, other colors will be 
added to specific animals or other 

subject matter.  The natural color of 
the clay is the background and is a 

beautiful creamy white.   
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Fire Creek recommends using translucent glazes for accent tile.  My tile designs are highly detailed, and the translucent 
glazes help accentuate those fine details rather than obscuring them.  There are many other glazes available for field tile 
to compliment your tile installation and those can be found on the website.   


